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Figure 1 CT perfusion imaging prior to stroke

(A) Increased mean transit time, (B) decreased cerebral blood flow, and (C) unchanged cerebral blood volume in the left middle cerebral artery territory
indicate an area at risk for infarct.

A 56-year-old man underwent a complicated left carotid endarterectomy, ultimately resulting in
complete arterial ligation. Postoperative examination was nonfocal; CT perfusion noted vulnerability of the left middle cerebral artery (MCA) territory (ﬁgure 1, A–C). EEG placed for
ischemia monitoring was initially symmetric (ﬁgure 2A). Overnight, new left temporal attenuation was noted, a hallmark of cortical ischemia1 (ﬁgure 2B), which prompted clinical evaluation. Quantitative EEG (QEEG) showed simultaneous decreases in left hemispheric 30–64
Hz power and amplitude-integrated EEG, followed by delayed reduction in left alpha/delta
ratio (ﬁgure 2C). Subsequent examination revealed new right hemiparesis, and MRI showed
left MCA infarction (ﬁgure 2D). Thus, QEEG can detect cerebral ischemia and provide timely
information in the intensive care unit.2
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Figure 2 Raw and quantitative EEG before/after stroke and MRI after stroke

(A) Baseline EEG before presumed time of stroke. (B) EEG: left hemispheric, temporal maximal attenuation of faster frequencies after stroke (brackets). (C)
Spectrogram: acute reduction of higher frequency activity over the left hemisphere (white arrow); quantitative EEG (red tracings correspond to the right
hemisphere, blue tracings to the left hemisphere): simultaneous reductions in left hemispheric 30–64 Hz power (black arrow) and amplitude-integrated EEG
(purple arrow), with delayed drop in alpha/delta ratio 15 minutes later (bracket) (Insight II software, version 11 [Persyst Development Corporation, Prescott,
AZ]). (D) MRI brain, diffusion-weighted imaging sequence, shows completed left middle cerebral artery infarct.
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